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Rechanneling Of Funds Suggested 
. . 
Proposal Encourages Athlete Financial Aid 
AI'1 gate receipts from the men's intercollegiate athletic 
program plus donated funds for at~lete's financial aid 
may be deposited in the student financial aids account. 
The funds will be directly administered by the Director of 
Financial Aids for aid ))ased upon need to individuals 
recommended by the Director of Athletics if Dr. Emerson 
C. Shuck's proposal should be accepted as· college policy. 
The proposal for the said program. drafted by President 
those generated by athletic gate receipts, concerts and 
ads in the Easterner, Lobdell said. These funds have 
traditionally been reserved for use the following year. 
The four dollars and miscellaneous generated 
revenues which comprise the student se:vices and fees 
account are managed by a six-member Student Services 
and Activities Board consisting of the A.S. treasurer, the 
A.S. president, one A.S. legislator selected at large, 
Eastern 's vice-president of Academic Affairs Dr. Philip 
Marshall, vice-president of Student Services Daryl Hagie 
and Vice-president of Business and Management Fred 
Johns. 
The board, Lqbdell stated, is charged with the funding 
of departmental related items. 
Funds Unrestricted 
The proposal states that "it is understood that the 
financial aid to students who are in athletics is riot to be 
restricted to the money from donations or gate receipts; 
and it is further understood that financial aid supported 
by gate receipts shaM not be known or referred to as 
''athletic scholarships.'' 
"When an athlete has financial need," stated Shuck, 
"the college will try to meet this need out of its normal 
funds." This is in line with not discriminating against 
athletes, according to Shuck. 
Lobdell opposes the proposal because it established a 
precedent whereby funds are earmarked into a financial 
aids account that can be drawn upon solely by athletes. He 
said this is the only place where an earmarked fund would 
exist. 
"If we're going to give money to Financial Aids, let's 
just put it in the total pot and give every student an equal 
1 shot at the buck." 
Shuck, is in line with action taken by the 1971 session of the 
state legislature which made athletic gate receipts legally 
available as financial aid to students in athletics. 
Secondly, Lobdell opposes the prpposal because of the 
economic state which exists within the whole realm of 
student services and activities. The proposal would take 
· the revue from the budget back into what is essentially a 
. college general funds -account rather than returning it to 
an A.S. operating account. Monies from that account are 
used to refinance the next year's activities. 
Lobdell added that if this proposal should pass it would 
hamper the other departmental related budgets because 
of less total money to allocate. 
The office of the A.S. Treasurer has written letters to 
the other departmental heads stating why the :A.S. officers 
are against the proposal and requesting a response from 
those departments. Lobdell said several responses of 
varying strength favorable "toward my viewpoints" have 
been submitted. 
Re ce i p ts Dr aw Fire President Shuck drafted the proposal in February after 
. . confering with people in the HPERA department and with 
The gate receipts presently go into the student services , the Director of Athletics Dr. Robert Anderson. 
and fees account, not the A.S. budget, said Shuck and The president said it is an effort to support and maintain 
therefore may be reallocated for budget use. an intercollegiate athletic program which has become 
A.S. Treasurer, Mark Lobdell, contends that the student expected of the institution by tradition, membership in the 
services and fees account was created by the A.S. and Evergreen Conference, and request for expansion of the 
previous to that the gate receipts were deposited into the intercollegiate athletic program especially in the area of , 
A.S. general fund budget. women's intercollegiate athletics, as well as sports not 
The A.S. presently funds the athletic program to the previously included in such programs. 
tune of $80,000 a year, Lobdell said. Shuck said, "I am proposing, in addition to the specifics 
The A.S. is presently aliocated $20 from the tuition of of the athletic proposals of the legislature, that the n~t 
each Eastern student. Nine dollars goes for payment on gate receipts of athletic contests go to student financial 
building bonds, according to Lobdell. The other $11 is split aids office which will use the money for student financial 
with seven dollars going to the Associated Students aid based on need as for all student's aid, but with the 
general fund and the other four being delegated to the opportunity for students who are in athletics to have use of 
student services and fees account. those funds especially during the period of school from fall 
The account also received such additional monies as until spring. 
in this issue • • • 
student strike - more activities planned 
art show - student offerings on display 
knute skinner • prominent poet to speak 
The -financial aids office commits every cent it has 
during the summer, Shuck said. The problem is that 
students who would like to come here in the middle of the 
year cannot because they need financiai aid which just 
isn't available, Shuck added. 
There would be no special treatment for athletes, the 
president said. The proposal simply gives opportunity for 
students interested in athletics to have access to the''funds 
and it should be beneficial to the entire student body as it 
increases the total amount of money available for 
financial aid, Shuck said. 
Concession $ Viewed 
Another proposal on the presentations is that all income 
from vending machines in the lIPERA facilities, net 
income from concessions sales at athletic contests and net 
income from sales and advertising-related to programs 
and broadcast rights will be deposited in a special account 
to be used only for non-recurring budget expenditures for 
the men's and women's athletic programs and intermural 
progl'ams under the direction of the HPERA department. 
The president stated that he would be willing to consider 
deletion of the proposal in line with the possibility that all 
vending machines on campus including the dormitories 
would go to the PUB operating budget. 
This is an "expression of the judgement of priority 
needs," Shuck stated, and most everyone would " support 
the viewpoint that the problems of the PUB a!'e indeed 
very serious/' (cont'd. to page 3) 
The Peacemaker ••• 
.. 
We have assumed the name of peacemakers 
but we have been unwilling 
pay any significant price for peace 
we want peace 
with half a heart and half a life and half a will 
'
The war continues 
. because the waging of war is total 
and th~ waging of peace is partial 
Dan Berrigan 
(cont'.d. to page 2) 
page 2, the easterner, april 26, 1972 
• • • goes on making war 
< cont'd. from page 1 > · ''Our interest'' to them-
Five hundred peopl · McGovern a standout ex-
front of the Seattle ample-goes no farther 
National Bank buildin than the expectation of a 
impressive-especially strengthened primary 
two days' notice. Hanoi are campaigns and more votes. 
But 500 is not enough. It's along with It is time we stopped 
a fraction of the number o th-"right/ffli~. "our _ in-
people killed in Vietnam I , Age.' ' ~/ trrest. '' ' . .f 
a week, ·now, with ~ i - 1 · efe9se Let's talk ( t wim,~ 
creased bombing. ,? :· .. · .Jo -·r·:"the drawal in te~· o e :,.,n-
5,000 is not enough-q(.l \ ;·:r tl}'.~l:"~elations terest' ' of tl'¥e peo A of 
.,gi-ven::~~ purrent atID:J,s- t . ,· .~{ .. "we will Indo-China-the sufviva of 
here ··,·~"·.~t:~~--~ alf~ve ~v¢.t ·.- steps are a land and a 1-""~~--
h -hear~s~~ -4,000 n~¥,,· .. to protect ,Jur 
wou lmost'··b'e ~ing for troops in the South ... '' at 
too mu It is not altogether out of 
This ping nation the realm of possibility that 
needs f .· e slapped- ) the U.S. is going for broke-
hard. l .• military victory in South 
We have b · gro gf~ ... East Asia. 
since 1970: · ·· ... :.:~ 0, There is now a real possi-
~~~ Erfig~~ 210, bility that the Vietnames 
~~~~~~' ME battle for survival co,,,· • e ~ sys~e'rrf~J!e , . With an edu-
20~lJr~i·:.·:~~'.!ore, halted-not .... ,. _ · for -.,.<;'ationaJt>.{ system that 
Nixon "ilfi'cfefflalltffl'~ .. -tte;yi.' · e ye~rs, l(!tS.. "r:J~l~t}Jlmbs the youth of 
knows that as long ,, "'~£..~rs. . , \~ ... ,... _.)· ... _· ·".:. ;;~9P to all of these 
white Americans don't die ·-~·· . .:.~ ~ -< ~af ·~~fus here. 
'in Vietnam things are al- · ~·· ~ .... ·· .:;:-,7:, ~ur real interest is 
right, even though minority further , ·-~ her looking for a fundamental 
G.I. 's might die in dispr. ation and further change in the American 
portionate number to th value system. 
populations. wholeness It is time we said "no" to 
As long as white stude s of life. Thieu and Ky and all the 
don't die on the nation.'s will. elite who ran with the 
now drowsy campuses he While Haiphong gets French in '54---who rule as 
can proceed. bombed into the Stone Age, despots now. 
As long as labor unions we are asleep in the Middle It is time we educated 
look only as far as th Ages-on this campus as ourselves out of the 
security, Nixon is secur sell as others. shadows of Hearst edi-
As long as Vietna were torials on local front pages 
Laotians, Cambodians, cheek that tangie events and re-
Thais are the only peop verse the facts. 
that are dying- as Amer- said the A strike has been voted 
jean computerized and au- top the for today. 
to~ated air-power takes Meany We propose a strike for 
over the role of American is a hawk, and Bridges as long as the bomQS fall. 
ground forces-then Amer- doesn't look past his wallet We urge everyone to par-
ican imperialism can still and Fitzsimmons, well, ask ticipate. 
move smoothly. Ho It has to be re-generated 
Vietnam is a symbol. it · Javits and J. Wil- somewhere. If somewhere 
represents the highest de- b .. right constantly is the campuses than so be 
gree of struggle for ing out in our it. 
freedom to date. o ~, " Strike today, strike next · 
Latest reports have indi- Dem week, end complicity with 
cated that NLF and North hopefu and sil~nce about the war 
Vietnamese units are only tragic, c at the University. Be total. 
27 miles from Saigon. U.S. they dema Becau.se death is total. 
air power is now effectively "in our own in " Kim Reich -------- ----------------· Editor's note : The precedin_g was However, Ad Hoc Student-
taken fror.1 the April 21 issue of Faculty Committee for Peace 
the University of Washington Now is holding a meeting 
Daily. . Thursday at noon to discuss 
'As it was there, so it. is here.' future plans . of action on Eas-
tern's campus. The meeting, to 
be held on the steps of the PUB, 
will also be concerned with plans 
for the May 4th Nationai Mora-
torium. 
;' fl},t · &-,'lie ·editor let,ters · to the· ed 
.~;J·· ;,iJc~S;~s;,;t;,V ' \~ ·;;;,, ·.: ·. . ,. ,.. . ' 
W a h K k d Thursday, April 20, Eastern Gr ApGf J 10( e students were urged to attend a 
Editor : 
How important must some-
thing be before the students of 
Eastern become concerned? Not 
just passively concerned, but 
actively. 
rally and protest demonstration 
in Spokane on Saturday, April 22. 
The attendance on the whole was 
disappointing, probably 150-200 
people and the number of 
Eastern students comprised but a 
small fraction of the total. 
At the demonstration, the point 
was made, however, that num-
bers were not important, but 
rather the importance rode with 
the idea we were emphasizing: 
near future, and I encourage 
Eastern students to take an 
active part in them. We live in 
this country, so we sh~uld care 
about running it. Don't let 
"them" run it for us. 
Indifference is our greatest 
enemy and we need your help. 
Greg Forge 
<cont'd. to page 3) 
. . 
editorial 
Facing the impending collapse of the Saigon army and the failure of 
the Vietnamization strategy in the past weeks, President Nixon had 
two options open to him. The first was the renewed escalation of the air 
war at an intensity and scope greater than before; the other was a 
move to accept the seven point peace proposal of the Provisional 
Revolutionary Government (PRG) of South Vietnam . We all know 
which road he chose to follow, but we must ask if he did not make a 
wrong turn down the road that Johnson took that leads to more and 
more fighting -only this time with the risk of a far wider war. Exactly 
what is the PRG peace proposal and how will its acceptance end the 
conflict in Vietnam? 
The PRG presented its plan on July 1, 1971, over six months before 
the announcement of the Nixon counterproposal. Since that time it has 
been largely ignored by the United States and the talks were 
suspended by the U.S. on March 23 of this year. In regards to the 
military aspects of the conflict, the PRG proposes that the U.S. set a 
terminal date for withdrawal of U.S. troops from Vietnam. At the 
same time an agreement will be made to return all POW's, including 
the Americans captured over North Vietnam ; the troop withdrawal 
and prisoner return will begin on the same date and end on the same 
date. When the last troops leave, the last POW retur11s to the U.S. As 
soon as the agreement is reached, a cease fire will be observed. If we 
had accepted the plan, many POW 's would now be home. Instead, by 
following the present policies , the U.S. is creating more PO W's with 
flights over Hanoi and Haiphong. 
The other major point of the PRG plan is the formation of a coalition 
government in South Vietnam to include the various political, social 
and religious groups in the country. Although this coalition would 
exclude Thieu, himself, it would contain elements of the present 
regime. On the other hand, the Nixon proposal insures the re-election 
of Thieu (in another one-man race if necessary) by calling for a 
national vote with six months of any cease fire agreement. The 
coalition offered in the PRG plan will operate until the restoration of 
the peace at which time national elections will be held. 
Finally, as regards re-unification of the Northern and Southern 
sectors of Vietnam, the PRG states that this will be achieved through 
negotiations of the two parties not by force. What is asked is a return to 
the Geneva Accords that ended the French Indochina war in 1954. 
They only seek what was deqied them in the fifties by the U.S. policy 
which ignored those accords. 
The American public must work for an acceptance of this proposal 
in order to end the war. We cannot wait for the next set of Pentagon 
Papers to tell us how we were duped by an onslaught of public 
relations to choose a course of renewed escalation in Indochina. We 
must realize once and for all that the way out of Vietnam is not through 
massive bonbing but by agreeing to the basic proposals the PRG 
offered over nine months ago. 
Andv Parnes 
Assistant Professor , Economics 
... 




For the past eight months or so 
the administration of this country 
has been promising a downturn in 
active ,U.S. involvement in Viet-
nam and promising a downturn in 
supportive U.S. involvement in 
Vietnam, and promising an 
upturn in the Vietnami1-:. tion of 
the war in Vietnam. 
the war must stop. I do not editor ................................. . . .. ............................. jennifer davis 
But with the latest trend in the 
war being increased bombing 
raids on North Vietnam, it should 
- oe clear to everyone- that the 
administration has been deceiv-
ing us-deceiving us about every-
thing. Vietnamization is a total 
failure, our troops are pro'viding 
a stronger supportive contin-
gency than ever before, and the 
U.S. is clearly again becoming 
the aggressor in the face of the 
failure of Vietnamization. 
At a rally on campus last 
challenge the validity of that associate editor ......................... . ........................ . .......... tom rantz 
point, but I do think that numbers news editors ........................................... . . . .................. bill carter 
can serve a desperately needed dave sutton 
purpose. To effect the idea, to sports editor ..................................................... .... ....... tom vail 
make it heard and unders~ood, copy editor ........................ . .................................... karin fladwed 
and to_ arouse the better _Judg-_ . usiness manager . . -.-.-. . .. -....... .-.-.-.-......................................... rich flora 
mei:it ?f the slulm?ering,bpassive circulation manager ....................................... . .................. dan nohel 
ma Jori ty, peop e m num ers are h d h h indeed vital! ea P otograp er .............................................. . .... .. .... bob simpson 
I am sure that the students here 
at Eastern are at least aware of 
the cancer that this war breeds in 
our country, and I would like to 
think that they feel it is important 
enough to fight against. 
There are going to be more 
rallies and demonstrations in the 
the easterner is printed weekly except during holidays and periods immediately preceding at eastern 
washington state college student union building, college and g streets, cheney, washington, by the 
associated students of ewsc. all editorial opinions expressed in the easterner are those of their authors, 
where signed, or of the easterner, and do not necessarily represent those of the associated students, the 
faculty or administration of ewsc. 
the easterner, april 26, 1972, page 3 
Riddle Voted In 
Elections Squeak By--Low Voter Turnout 
Jeff Riddle was elected A.S. President in last week's 
Associated Students (A.S.) general election which 
included the A.S. executive positions., legislative 
positions, constitutional amendments and referendums. 
Less than 1,300 students voted in the election, and 
although this number was considerably less than was 
desired by current A.S. executives, it was enough to 
validate the election. 
In the race for president, Jeff Riddle received 665 votes, 
defeating Mark Lobdell who had 586. 
Pat O'Donnell ran unopposed in the final election . for 
vice-president and won with 1,052 votes. 
Mike Baker won the position of E.C.A. with 906 votes. 
Jay Johnson, his opponent in the race, got 286. 
Tony Kjeldsen ran unopposed in the final race for 
treasurer and won with 831 votes. 
Jean Herron won in the race for secretary with 679 
votes, over Ingrid Brandt's 472 votes. 
In the presidential preference poll George McGovern 
defeated Richard Nixon by a vote of 612 to 578. 
In legislative position 14 (Spokane) Carql Worthington 
got 130 votes, defeating Bruce D. VanFossen who had 62. 
David Hovda won position 17 (Spokane) over Dick Cook 
by a vote total of 96 to 92. . 
Shannon Linden defeated Jeff Jordan for position 18 
(Spokane) by a vote of 116 to 88. 
Tom Rantz won position 13 (campus) with 242 votes, 
over Kevin Baldwin with 228. 
Dave Brown ran unopposed for position 6 (campus) and 
won with 363 votes. 
In position 1·s (Cheney) Carolyn Garrison defeated Jim 
Boley by a vote of 126 to 113. 
Bill 066 (provides a method for removing student 
(cont'd. from page 2) 
SUB. 
legislators from office for non-attendence or incompe-
tance) passed with 1,096 yes votes and 76 no votes. 
Bill 065 (changes composition of student legislature by 
A-representatives elected ·at large rather than by campus, 
Cheney and Spokane districts and B-reduces the nuber of 
student legislators from 18 to 15, effective fall , 1972) 
passed by a vote of 597 to 540. 
Bill 067 (established student identity for voting in 
student elections by presentation of any suitable photo 
identification card rather than the student body ID card) 
passed by a vote .of 715 to 470.' 
Bill 068 (more clearly establishes guidelines for the 
payment of student executives in student government) 
passed by a vote of 1,024 to 121. 
Bill 069 (changes in polling phice requirements so they 
(precinct workers) may be relatives of facuJty or 
administrators; and changes the office responsible for 
elections from the director of student activities to the 
office of the studeat body vice president) passed by a vote 
of 741 to 390. 
Bill 070 (established Robert's Rules of Order as rules of 
order for the student body legislature) passed by a vote of 
887 to 238. 
Bill 071 (changes the number of judges on the student 
superior court from 5 to 7 ) passed by a vote of 827 to 344. 
Bill 072 (A- makes the student treasurer and the student 
activities coordinator non-voting members of the student 
legislature, B- removes the A.S. Secretary as an elected 
officer, and C- removes the faculty advisor from the 
student legislature, effective at the end of spring quarter, 
1972) was defeated by a vote of 697 to 457. 
Bill 081 (moves elections one adi tional week into each 
quar ter to provide better newspaper publicity) passed by 
a vote of 858 to 302. 
Referendum 1 (that the student government should 
work for the establishment of dorm hours set by the dorms 
themselves, rather than let limits be set by the college 
administration) passed by a vote of 981 to 219. 
Referendum 2 (that the Magic Bus service should be 
expanded on weeknights and weekends to make the 
'recreation facilities of Spokane available to Cheney 
located students, and library and campus facilities 
available to Spokane-located students) passed by a vote of I 
1,111 to 97 . 
Referendum · 3 (tha t student government should 
establish that some portion of student activity funds be 
allocated for minority awareness) was defea ted by a vote 
of 616 to 554. 
. ..... •·•·•·······•·····•·····•·•·•·•···•···········•·········•········ ....... ·············•·····•·•·•·•·•···•·•·•···• ... . !•!•!•:•:•!•! :•!•!•!•!•! !•!•! !•!•! ! ! ! !•! !•!•!•!•!•! !9!•!•!•! !•!•!•!•!•!•!•!•!•!•!•!•!•!•!•!•!•! !•!•! ! ! ! ! :•! ! ! !•! !•!•:•:•: 
(cont'd from page 1) 
" In that case, I would leave for athlP.tics only thOSP 
concessions generated at the athletic contests them-
selves," the president said. 
He said he would like to make the funds available to 
campus organizations but a t the same time, make sure 
the athletic department was able to promote the 
concessions to increase their net profits . 
The athletic department should-have the opportunity to 
influence the use made of the funds for such needed 
services as promotion, ushers, and clean-up after the 
games could be enhanced, Shuck fldded. · 
The theory behind the proposal, Shuck said, is to 
produce income out of an acitvi ty to carry on things that 
need to be done without cutting into other budgets." 
which you do not. Clinic Investigated 
Dear Ms. Davis: 
In response to the Werts' letter 
of April 19: 
The Women's Commission has 
a committee delegated to inves-
tigate the reasons for there being 
only limited services in the area 
of sexual function and repro-
.duction available to students 
through the Student Health 
Service. - In addition, we are 
charged with the responsibility of 
recommending modifications to 
Women students are invited to 
attend Women's Commission 
meetings, held Tuesday nights at 
8:00 p.m. in the same office. The 
Clinic Committee makes regular 
reports at each of these meetings. 
you. That is , that you are los t and 
have no knowledge of who you 
are. I say this mainly because 
of the disunity and dissatisfaction 
that. is among the Brothers and 
Sisters on this campus. This will 
continue as long as we let, or that 
there · are, paid informers a-
mongst us that will do more for 
the white man than he will for his 
Brothers and Sisters. 
men who fail to perform their 
duties to guide and teach us of 
ourselves, but history has pro-
duced a guilty slave master that 
never has. Those who try to do 
the best of their ability are 




Sully (Arthur L. Sullivan) 
Nevv KEWC 
Progra,ns 
· the present program. 
Students, both men and wo-
i:nen, interested. in working with 
u~ are urged to join our forces. 
Please add your name and 
telephone number to the list 
headed "Clinic Committee" in 
the Women's Commission Sex 
Information Office, Room 201 
Sincerely, 
Ms. Barbara McDonald 
Chairman, Clinic Committee 
Women's Commission, EWSC 
leader Irks Black 
Dear Brothers & Sisters, 
When I say ''~ear Brothers and 
Sisters," I am thinking of all, but 
I'm especially concerned with the 
students, faculty, and adminis-
tration here at Eastern Washing-
ton State College. 
It would be very uncivilized of 
me to keep hiding the truth from 
"Good manners come from the 
man who does not fail to perform 
his duties." I could not say this of 
Al Stallworth who in my eyes is 
failing to perform his duties and 
when confronted about it, does 
not change in a way that is 
beneficial to his Brothers and 
Sisters, who are responsible for 
him getting the positions that he 
holds. I can say that this racist 
institution is doing a good job at 
keeping us divided by giving us 
Brothers and Sisters, we have a 
lot to learn, but " take heed to 
yourselves that your hearts be 
not deceived and you turn aside 
and serve other Gods ; worship 
them. " If I did not love you, my 
Black Brothers and Sisters, I 
would not have expressed myself 
here the way that I have. 
Understand, if I tell you that 
which I do not know, time will 
prove me a liar. They make fools 
of us, then laugh and wink at us 
for being without the kn_owledge 
of ourselves, and dumb enough to 
let them trick us, but I know that 
All THAT IS ROCK, 
.IS NOT 
KHQ FM · STEREO 98 Solid Gold Rock 
Spokane's newest and only FM Stereo Rock! 
Contemporary Rock 6 a.m. to midnight daily. 
t, 
KEWC-FM (89.9 MHZ) has two 
new programs featured this 
quarter. 
On Monday and Friday a t 3:30 
p.m . and Wednesday a t 7 :30 p.m., 
KEWC-FM features Wolfman 
Jack. The Wolfman plays the best 
of today's top rock hits for the Air 
Force. 
On Tuesday and Thursday at 
3:30 p.m., KEWC-FM features 
Roger Carroll . His program has 
the finest middle-of-the-road mu-
sfc of today. 
page 4, the . eas-terner, april 26, 1972 
E.C.A. Forms Review Board 
Mike Baker, the newly elected 
Associated Students (A.S.) Exec-
utive Coordinator of Activities, 
announced today the establish-
ment of a new social activities 
governing board to be called the 
Social Activities Review Board. 
The A.S. Legislature, : during 
winter quarter, 1972, approved 
and endorsed the proposal for a 
Social Activities Review Board to 
assist the Executive Coordinator 
of Activities. in the development 
and implementation of a campus-
wide cultural and social activities 
program. 
Baker stated that the Social 
Activities Review Board (SARB) 
will be designed to help establish 
the out-of-class program of social 
activities for the social entertain-
ment of the student body. 
SARB will act as the selecting 
board for concerts, films, dances, 
and other special programs that 
have traditionally been offered 
by the A.S. activities office. Mike 
is now in the process of 
interviewing and selecting a total 
of five student members to be 
presented to the Associated 
Students Legislature for appro-
val. Each SARB member will be 
appointed to serve for the coming 
academic year. Any student 
enrolled for the 1972-1973 aca-
demic year at Eastern may apply 
in the A.S. Offices for an 
interview. Baker stated that, 
"I'm looking for students genu-
inely interested in developing 
. first-rate social activities pro-
grams for the coming year." He 
hopes that all types of students 
representing many different view 
points will apply for SARB 
positions. 
SARB will meet once a month 
to discuss program possibilities 
presented by the E.C.A. and to 
review the E.C.A.'s budget. Each 
member on the SARB will be 
expected to assist in the -'.evelop-
ment and implementation of 
social activities programs de-
signed to meet the entertainment 
D's And F's May Be 
Dropped Completely 
Under the proposed plan for the A-B-C-no credit grading system, a 
student may, if he has the time, desire and money, stay in college until 
he can graduate with a straight A average, according to economics 
professor Shik Chun Young. 
The proposal, scheduled to be reviewed by the Faculty Academic 
Senate May 1, states, "a student may repeat any course. The previous 
record of the course shall be superseded by the new.'' 
The proposal, introduced by Young, does not indicate how many 
times the course may be repeated. 
"I think the proposal mav be suhiP.cted to further change after it is 
reviewea by the Senate, " reported economic instructor Tom Bonser. 
He said that Proposal B, under the new system, may be interpreted 
that a student may, in fact, stay in school until he has a straight "A" 
average. 
The proposal failed to reach discussion at fhe Arpil 16 Senate 
meeting, although it was on the agenda. 
Bonser said he felt two main issues of debate that may be considered 
at the next Senate meeting will be the dropping of "D"s and "F··s from 
the transcript and the lack of a clause that provides for instruction of 
course challanging on a credit-no credit basis. 
The A-B-C-no credit proposal calls for no grade to be given below 
"C" and a student will receive no credit for the course if he fails to 
meet all the requirements of that course. In other words, the grades of 
"D" and "F" will be virtually non-existant. 
Orchesis Presents 
Musical· Themes 
This year's Orchesis presenta-
tion is entitled "Themes from 
Hoilywood and Broadway," and 
will be presented this Thursday 
and Friday night at 8: 15 p.m. in 
the Music Building Recital Hall. 
· The program is free to students 
and the general public and will 
include popular themes, love 
themes, and folk themes. 
Orchesis is an internationally-
known group which consists of 
groups of dancers on college and 
university campuses. The group 
here at Eastern consists of 23 
dancers, whose experience ran-
ges from that of beginners to that 
of near-experts. 
on var10us aspects of production 
in addition to dancing. 
The members of the group have 
done all the work on the show, 
including choreography, costu-
mes, lighting and sets, according 
to Terry Dick, a spokesman for 
the group. 
Some of the highlights of this 
year's performance will be 
dances to music from the 
rock-opera Tommy, and such 
popular shows as The Sound of 
Music, My Fair Lady, Fiddler on 
the Roof, The Music Man, Paint 
Your Wagon, Porgy and Bess, 
and Born Free. 
Monthly Income Projection 
$306.00 Monthly 
needs of the student body, 
according to Baker. 
Members will also be expected 
to assist in the development of 
program criteria and policies to 
insure that student monies are 
allocated for the maximum 
benefit of the student body, he 
continued. 
Baker expressed the hope that 
the Social Activities Review 
Board will become a permanent 
addition to the A.S. government 
and will allow for broader 
representation in the develop-




Blind students may have a 
better opportunity to explore the 
world of books thanks to the 
Alpha Phi Omega, honorary 
service fraternity. 
The fraternity, in conjunction 
with the Washington state Ser-
vices for the Blind, (WSSB), is 
recording text books and other 
material for distribution to blind 
students throughout the nation. 
"We will record whatever they· 
need," said Larry Richards, 
project chairman. "We hope to 
complete about 25 boqks within 
the next six months. It depends 
on the size," he said. 
The chapter has 12 members 
recording now and Richards said 
it hopes to utilize many more 
volunteers, both members and 
other interested students. 
The organization produces a 
master of each book or periodical 
and sends it to Olympia to the 
WSSB for copies which wil1 be 
distributed throughout the state 
as well as the nation. 
"Right now, we are working on 
books of philosophy and Elec-
tronic Data Processing," repor-
ted Jim Lee, chapter publicity 
chairman. He said the chapter 
will record newspapers and · 
periodical upon request because 
of the timeliness of the subject 
matter. 
Richards said the chapter will 
train interested students as 
readers. He said the training 
period would include formats and 
methods for producing the tapes 
to maintain uniformity in produc-
tion. 
He said interested volunteers 
may contact him in room 202 






Under the guidance of Ms. 
Edith Bucklin, the group has put 
together th°is year's presentation. 
The 23 dancers involved with the 
group have all worked together to 
make the show, and have worked 
Reliable man or woman The St. Rose Al-
wanted as dealers in this area tar Society is spon-
to service route for the World 
Famous Alka-Seltzer, Anacin, SOring its annual 
Bayer. 
Asprin, Tums, Bufferin, Ori• rummage sale May 
stan, and other nationally 4 S & 6 t th known traveler's necessity pro- ' ' a e 
ducts in pocket packs, which Legion hall in Che-
are packaged by handicapped 
persons, sold through our 1atest ney. Merchandise 
type vendor, placed in loca-
tions such as roadside Inter. Will go On Sale frOffi 
state Restaurants, Motels, ( Ho- 9 t 5 th 
liday Inns) Interstate Service a.ffi. 0 p.ffi. e 
TURIN 
Stations, (Shell) and roadside first two days. On 
truck stops secured by this 
Corp. Will not interfere with the final day' May 
present business or occupation, 
collect and refill in your spare 6, items will be sold 
ti~=~h Investment of $2250.00 at Ofle-ha}f the price 
NOW ON DISPLAY - Student artwork, in various shapes and forms is 
now on display in the Gallery of the new Art Building in the Creative 
Arts Complex. The show includes not only paintings, but also sculpture 
and other handcrafts. 
FREEDOM OF THOUGHT - The student artwork on display 
expresses many moods, as is show.n by several of the works. The 
exhibition will continue through mid-May. 
+++ttt++ttttt+t++ttt+tt.ttttt• 
GOES ONIII 
ALL STEREO HEADSETS 
10% OVER COSl 
Sonic (A) Stereo 
Headphone s-4. 75 
Electrovoice Stereo 
Headphoners (HP 1) -7 .75 
Electrovoice Stereo 
Headphones ( HP 4) - .9.95 
All Stereo Units 
10%-20%-30% OFF! 
ALL TV's MARKED DOWNI 
REGISTER FOR FREE RADIO 
.,._ ....., __ t=o=S~39-7-5~·~ooft~is=r=eq=u_i_re~d~, ~a_ls_o _c_ar_ ....,._....,.--aild-aU.La m . f-h!b--t1f---::..il~-----ll!!!ll"'--'ll!I 
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1202 NW Blvd. 
If you are qualified for time traditional bag Sale 
and investment and are sincer-
ely interested, Write Today, will take place. At 
include phone number for th1's t1·me, custo-
personal interview. 
Based on 6 locations and 10 merS Will be allOW-
sales per day per location. 
Marketing Director Dept. H ed tO fill a large bag 
Creative Marketing Corp. for 50 Cents, 7821 Manchester Rd . 
t . Louis Mo. 63143 
Call 1-235-6122 ! 
W .33-1st. Cheney ~ 
(ACROSS FROM RIBA BROS.) : 
• t+tttt+ttttttttttttt+tt+++t t 
April 26: 
Dames Club entertains Faculty 
Wives, Fieldpouse. 
EWSC Woodwind Quintet will 
perform at 8: 15 in the Music 
Building Recital Hall. 
April 27: 
Intercolegiate Concert, Kennedy 
Pavilion "Richie Havens." 
Dance Production, 8:15 Music 
Building. 
April 28: 
Baseball, here, with the Savages 
meeting Eastern Oregon College, 
3:00 p.m. 
Dance Production, 8:15, Music 
Building. 
All Spur Applications must be 
turned in by today to Box 754 
PUB, or to any Spur'member. 
the 
April 29: 
Baseball, here, against Easterr. 
Oregon College, 10:00. 
Track, here with Eastern Oregon 
College at 1:30 p.m. 
Laurel & Hardy Film Festival, 
PUB ·s:oo p.m. 
May t: 
EWSC Gallery of Art, Student 
Exhibition in the Art Building 
from 9 - 12 and 1 - 4 daily. 
May 2: 
Baseball there, Lewis · Clarke 
State, Lewiston at 1:3~ p.m. 
the doctor's bag by Arnold Werner M.D. C 




QUESTION: Is it true that a person can become immune to 
poison ivy by eatin.2 a simzle leaf? Some people swear this is true. 
I've got a good case of poison ivy, ana n 1s slow!y spreading aespne .-
my efforts to halt it with FeJs-Naptha soap and Caladryl. Isn't such 
treatment usually enough to dry it up, or must I go to a doctor for a 
penicillin. shot? 
ANSWER: It is not true that a person can become immune to 
• poison ivy by ea ting the stuff. Poison ivy produces an allergic 
dermatitis (inflammation of the skin- which results from the · 
contact with oily substances found in that plant as well as ill poison · 
oak and poison sumac. This type of allergy develops after repeated. 
exposure to the .plant. Therefore any exposure should be avoided. 
Eating the leaves is potentially very dangerous; having it on your 
arms and legs sounds preferable to having it on your lips, mouth, and 
gums. 
You should ::.ee a physician for several reasons. First of all, poison 
ivy at this time of the year would be most unusual. You may have 
another type of dermatitis. Of course it is possible. that you do have· 
poison ivy, the oil can remain on cloJhing for an awfully long time 
and reexposure can occur. Mild cases require relatively little 
treatment. Plain calamine lotion should be applied once.. the bubbly 
appearance of the rash >decreases. After that', the application of a 
cortison cream is recommended, but a doctor's prescription is 
necessary for this. Penicillin has no place in the treatment of poison 
ivy unless a secondary infection has occurred. 
QUESTION: I have a dry scalp! l have trud all the commercial 
shampoos and. wonder if there is some helyful homespun remedy or 
some brand that I have not heard of. 
ANSWER: In dry weather, many people suffer from dry scalp and 
think they have dandruff. This is especially true if they shampoo their 
hair with strong detergent type shampoos too frequently. A homespun 
rem~dy that combats this is to rub olive oil. into ,your scalp and then 
wrap your head in wet hot towels. Let the olive oil soak in for a good 
hour or so and then shampoo your hair with one of the milder products. 
Breck is one that was recommended to me. 
Please understand that you shampoo the olive oil out of your hair 
before you appear in public (or appear in public at your own risk). 
Between olive oil treatments, wash your hair only as often as 
absolutely necessary. 
In cool weather, the general advice is to .shampoo your hair less 
frequently than you do during warm weather. Try this for a few weeks. 
If there is no improvement, you might need to see a dermatologist. 
Dry weather also results in dry skin for a lot of people. Frequent 
bathing makes the situation worse as protective skin oils are removed. 
Less frequent bathing and the use of a body lotion helps the skin 
problem. 
QUESTION: My wife and I have noticed that certain foods, 
particularly the legumes, cabbage, and eggs, lend themselves to the 
production of flatulence. What is it about these foods that cause this 
condition? Also,. .;an the effect be counteracted with ·another type of 
food? We live in a small apartment and the odor is sometimes 
unbearable. 
!\"'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
i ATTENTION i 
' The Cre!c!!~h!!~!f ~!io inyites J 
Seniors. of 1970 to take advantage of ~ 
this Speqia/ '72 Offet: ¢~ 
One 8x10 ~ 
Two 5x7 
• 
Six. Wallet or Passport Size ~ 
only 9.95 « 
nd many other 
special combination offers. 
This Is the time to have your senior photograph 
taken . . . at The Crescent, where sppclal care Is 
taken to f!!ake It ftn excellent photograph. 
letters I receive. Within a few days, I received several letters similar 
to this one, which I can only assume was due to rainy wec,1ther driving 
people indoors. As you can imagine, some of the questions were more 
difficult to answer than others. I really do not know if men are noisier 
than women or what the difference is between a silent fart and an 
explosive one. Fortunately, tlie present letter is answerable. 
The vast bulk of gas that is passed by rectum is produced in the 
small intestine and large intestine by bacterial ac~ion on various 
foods. The volume of gas and the composition of the gas is determined 
by the nature of the food material worked upon, as well as by the type 
of bacteria involved. In fact, the bacterial population changes 
somewhat in response to different foods ingested. 
The legumes (including navy beans, soy beans and lima beans) are 
pretty wicked gas producers. This seems to occur because they are 
broken down into low molecular weight carbohydrates and are acted 
on by a certain type of anaerobic bacteria (they work in the absence of 
oxygen) that live in the small intestine and colon. Careful experiments 
have been done to demonstrate the particular part of the bean and the 
specific bacteria involved. 
Gas production from these foods can begin in about six to eight hours 
after they are ingested and last for as long as 24 hours. Diets high in 
me~t protein produce heavy gasses in larger volumes and eggs seem 
to do the same thing for some people. Cabbage and other foods are 
equally infamous in regard to gas production. However, there does not 
appear to be a food which cancels out the effects of other foods. As I 
have indicated in this column before, some of the gasses produced are 
inflammable. 
Among th~ situations other than dietary ones which influence gas 
production, anxiety ranks hgh. There·is some dispute over whether air 
swallowing, often associated with anxiety, increases gas production or 
whether it just produces more belching. But, when a person is anxious, 
his gut works in strange ways. Viral gastrointestinal illnesses and any 
use of antibiotics can influence the bacterial population of the gut and 
change gas production. 
c·HENEY AUTO PARTS 
Home Owned incl Operated 
DAILY SER VICE 
ON 
SPECIAL ORDERS 
IF AV AILABLI: ! 











TERMPAPFII AR~ENAL, Inc. 
Send $Luu tor your descriptive 
r.::it~log of 1.300 nualitv termpapers 
:>19 GL1:.IIIROCK AVE., SUITE 203 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024 
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Concerned about the Future 
of the education profession? 
Fewer job openings are 
becoming available. for educa. 
tion graduates; 
Strikes, sanctions, and levy 
failures are deteriorating the 
education system in the State 
of Wash ington ; 
You can ·help maintain the 
h igh standards of the education 
system and Your future profes. 
sion . 
Become active in the Student 
Washington Education Asso. 
ciation . 
Student Washington Educa. 
tion Association is active on 
Your campus and on the state 
·1evel to help improve the 
education system. 
Find out what Student Wash -
ington Education Assoc iation 
can-do for You and maybe what 
you can do for the education 
profess ion . 
Attend the Student Washing-
ton Education Associat ion 
meeting Wednesday, April 26, 
l972; 2- 4 p.m . Room 3B Pence 
Union Building. 
The meeting will include 
election of off icers and guest 
speaker Dr. William J. Riggs, 
Superin tendent of Chene'y 
School D istrict. His topic will 
be, "Preparing For an Inter. 
view." A question and answer 
session will follow h is presenta -
tion. 







TO RETURN NEW BOOKS . 
PURCHASED SPRING QUARTER 
FOR CREDIT IS 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 23,197~ 
1:111.1.EIII: lllllll(S'[IIIII: 
E. W .S.C. 
CORRECTION!!! 
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War Rally Shows Interest 
Amid signs of "Dictators Rise 
To Power Through War" and 
"Facism Will Come to America-
Wrapped in an American Fla~," 
several EWSC faculty members 
spoke at a protest rally held at 
noon April 20 on the PUB steps. 
Sponsored by the Concerned 
Faculty and Students for Peace 
Now, the rally was, according to 
spokesman Phi] Brown designed 
to ''protest the increased bomb-
ing and escalation of military 
operations in Viet Nam, and give 
insights to concerned students 
about President Nixon's milita'ry 
policies there." One of the 
tertiary purposes of the rally, 
Brown mentioned, was to pro-
mote more student participation 
in the presently faculty-led com-
mittee. 
Nearly 150 students and faculty 
members were on hand to listen 
to the speeches. Among those at 
the podium were: Lyn Triplett, 
professor of history, specializing 
in Japanese culture; Henry Kass, 
political science instructor, who 
emphatically said that "We have 
lost this war- we must rid 
ourselves of it;" Cameron Week-
es, wife of faculty member Ted 
Weekes; Cedric Hepler, member 
of the campus ministry; and 
arnto 
Andy Parnes, economics instruc-
tor. 
Parnes, in speaking out against 
the Viet Nam war, exclaimed, 
"We have been bamboozled too 
long. The war is not winding 
down. It is still with us. 
Reverend Hepler also added that 
"we cannot let ourselves be 
duped ·by anyone's seemingly 
simplistic approach to the 
world'.s problems," and that 
President Nixon seems to have 
several "false prophets-in-resi-
dence. 
Mrs. Weekes, who has long 
been active in the anti-war 
movement, urged that anyone 
interested in the cause should 
act-now. "We need action, and 
more creative action, than ever 
before," she commented. 
Spokesman Brown, a Viet Nam 
veteran, ended the hour-long 
rally by again encouraging more 
student participation in the 
organization. 
War's Ecological Effects To 
Be ·Rapped By Pfeiffer 
Dr. E.W. Pfeiffer, professor of 
zoology at the University of 
Montana, will be on the E.W.S.C. 
campus Monday May 1st, to 
address a convocation on "Some 
Ecological Effects of the War in 
Indochina," at 11:00 a.m . in 
Kennedy Auditorium. Dr. Pfeif-
f er will also present a more 
technical talk for students and 
faculty in the sciences, and an 
other interested people the same 
day at 2:00 p.m. in the Science 
building, room 297. 
Dr. Pfeiff er has long been an 
outspoken critic of chemical and 
biological w~rfare in Vietnam. 
On March 3, 1970 he was among 
the scientists featured on the 
NBC-TV program, "First Tues-
day," in which he criticized the 
ruination of Cambodian rubber 
production in the aftermath of 
defoliation air raids in Cambocia. 
He was one of the scientists 
permitted to spend ten days·in the 
Cambodia area to review the 
alleged dam ::iges. 
the easterner, april 26, 1972, page 7 
Student Strikes Set Around The Country 
(CPS) After a two-year lull America's college campuses 
became active with strikes, demonstrations and teach-ins 
prompt,ed by the escalation of the U.S. role in the 
Indochina war . 
The strike, backed by the National Student Association 
(NSA), the National Student Lobby (NSL), and the 
Student Mobilization Committee (SMC), grew out of an 
emergency NSA-NSL conference. Forty student leaders 
met in Washington to discuss the air war and to lobby for 
passage of the Mondale-Gravel-Drynan bill to cut off 
funds for the war. The ·eight Ivy League student 
newspapers agreed that samP we, kend to print a joint 
editorial criticizing the war's escallation and calling for a 
student strike. The NSA conference responded with a call 
to all students to strike on Friday, April 21. · 
Several demands were issued late Monday, April 17, 
including: an immediate halt to the bombing of ~orth a~d 
South Vietnam· the withdrawal of all American air, 
naval, and gr~und forces from Vietnam; the final 
renunciation of the Thieu regime by the U.S. government; 
and a return to the peace talks by the U.S. government. 
NSA also issued an appeal to antiwar forces to bring 
massive pressur.e to bear on Congress in support of the 
Mondale-Gravel-Drynan "cut off the war funds" 
amendment. . 
Response to the call Wc!S immediate. On Monday 
evening several thousand Columbia University students 
staged a march down Broadway in New York City, three 
hundred students smashed windows at Stanford 
University in California, and Amherst College in 
Amherst, Mass., went on strike immediately. 
In San Francisco 2,000 people stood in support of the 
· takeover of an Air Force Recruitment Station by 
members of the Vietnam Veterans Against the War. 70 
persons were arrested and a Naval Recruiting station 
wagon was burned. 
At Alameda Air Naval Station 41 persons were arrested .. 
after a crowd of four hundred shut the base down for three 
hours. 
At Madison, Wisconsin, three thousand students 
marched to the ROTC building on the University of 
Wisconsin campus bearing red paint. Two were arrested 
as the building and police were spattered with paint. 
Demonstrators there seized and held for ten minutes the 
State Street mall, a main city street leading from the 
campus to the State Capitol building. 
Colgate University and Grinnel College, in Iowa, 
declared immediate hunger strikes on their campuses. 
Boston University ·has been on strike for the past two 
weeks on,account of an incident arising from the presence 
of Marine recruiters on that campus. 
Students at the University of Maryland College Park 
campus staged protests at a table tennis match between 
the visiting Chinese and American teams - - a match 
attended by Tricia Nixon Cox and Secretary of State 
William Rogers. After the match about 350 students 
marched on the ROTC building, breaking windows, and 
then paraded to the University President's home. 
Activities on Tuesday, April 18, were heightened . 
Columbia students again marched down Broadway in 
New York, and the Columbia administration hurriedly 
removed the U.S. flag from the flagpole in front of the 
administration building as students stood demanding the 
closing of that school. 
University of Maryland-College Park students again 
attacked the ROTC building and, 1,000 strong, blocked 
U.S. Highway 1 into Washington, D.C. Police used tear gas 
to clear the area, injuring one student and arresting 
several others. · 
A nationwide chain phone-call campaign was also 
initiated, with people calling the White House to register 
their feelings and then asking a friend to do likewise. (the 
White House number is (202) 456-1414) 
GATHERED FOR THE RALLY - About 150- 200 students 
gathered in front of the PUB last Thursday to hear ! 
anti-war speakers. The rally was one of hundreds on 
campuses across the nation protesting increased activity · 
in the war. 
By Tuesday evening between 40 and 50 schools had 
confirmed their intentions. to strike, with numerous others 
planning to hold strike votes on Thursday, April 20. 
The ROTC building at the College of the Holy Cross in 
Worcester, Mass., was reported to have been rocked by a 
bomb blast Tuesday night while students from the 
University of the Americas rioted outside the Naval 
Security Station in Washington, D.C. 
To coordinate information flow, the NSA has set up a 
strike central in its offices in Washington, D.C. Three 
regional strike information centers have also been 
established: the Colorado Daily at the University of 
Colorago in Boulder; Rollins College in Winter Park, Fla.; 
and the University cf fllinois at Champaign. Additionally, 
College Press Service in Denver, Colorado, is working 
with NSA to coordinate news for the duration of the 
protests. 
Strike Groundwork Laid In February 
(CPS) Although not planned as such, the groundwork laid 
by several antiwar groups for a series of spring protests 
was used to build the sudden mass support for the student 
strike on Friday, April 21. 
Cooperation for the separate protests planned .by the 
normally divergent groups coalesced as the "Paris World 
Assembly for the Peace and Independence of the 
Indochinese Peoples" held in Versailles last February. 
Ideological differences between the U.S. group were 
overcome as the Action Committee of that conference 
called for "large mass movements in all countries all over 
the world" against the war in Indochina. Attached to the 
report were the dates of the protest actio~s in the U.S. 
between April 1 and May 15: April 1, regional actions at 
Harrisburg, Pa., (Berrigan Trial) and at San Jose, Cal., 
(Angela Davis Trial); April 15, Nationwide local actions 
against the costs of the war. 
Besides those demonstrations a number of local 
antiwar demonstrations have added fuel to ~he present 
situation. 
In the largest demonstration almost ten thousand 
people demonstrated in Paris on April 13 against 
American intervention in Southeast Asia. 
In the past week, though, the most significant push for 
the strikes came from demonstrations around the country 
by small contigents of Vietnam Veterans Against the War 
and active duty servicemen PFOtesting reassignments to 
Southeast Asia. 
FOR RENT.: . . TERMPAPERS 
1 Bedroom & 2 Bedroom. 
Apts. & Duplex Units For · ,, 
Sharing Students. Many 1 
Units have All Appliances 
including Wa~her & Dryer. 
Carpetinu in All Units. Call 
· Rese.arched, written and 
professionally typed. All 
writers have a minimum 




of Flower Planters I 
When you're college age, 
why save for tomorrow? 
Save for today, 
because there's so much 
to llve for ~!$J.~~- ~.9.~, 
Stop by the Lincoln office near cam-
pus and learn how you can earn 
generous Interest with complete se-
curity from the people who have 1 





... because we care 
304 First In Cheney 
. etf' ·R ~Ai.. TY 
/J.~ . inc~ 
t,' _235-61 ~1 
I 401 -1st St. · 
CACL TOLL FREE 
(anywhere In the country 
far Information and rates) 
. 800-ij38-0852 
or 
· Call Collect (301) 656-5770 
5530 Wisconsin Ave. Suite 1690 
Washlngto.n O.C. 20.015 
11••-'•'(I'" Cleaners 
mtNUU A & Tailors 
. IN A HURRY? 
4 HOUR SERVICE UP UNTIL 2p11 ON _. 
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING & PRESSING 
HOURS: . 7:45 .to 6p~ 
DRVCLEANING! 
25/. par pound 't . you press 
MADDUX CLEA~ERS_. & T A_ILO_R 
(g 
THE SAVAGE HOUSE PIZZA PARLOR 
ANNOUNCES 
Happy Hour! 
NEW HOURS: TUES. 1pm • 10. 
· 3pm-Jlpm 
SAVAGE HOUSE 
ICE CREAM PARLOR 
SMALL PIZZAS - 75¢ 
SCHOONERS - 15¢ 
122 COLLEGE ST. 
GARDEN SUPPLIES: 
Sprinklers, 
Hoses, N ·ozze Is ,etc. 
FONK'S VARIETY 
Corner of 1st & ""F''. Streets. 
.. :23·5_4-911 . 
,R11DUll1Ef 
We need sharp, young ambitious young men willing to 
travel while learning a new and distinguished form of 
selling to a young market. 
While you are learning we pay your salary $700/ month 
and pay your expenses. Our minimum trainging period 
is 14 days and our maximum training on salary 45 days. 
This is judged on your progress. Our reps average on 
our incentive pay basis $1,000 per month their first year. 
We are a young company and offer unequaled opportunities 
for promotion and advancement. It's all on your merit · 
and abilities. Good career potential for right man! 
LET'S FIND OUT! 
Write following address and include address, 
phone number and resume along with college 
transcript to: 
835 N. 9th - COEUR d'ALENE, IDAHO 
83814 
.. • .. 0 
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HEE~---,, East.Ore. Invades For Three; . . 
Savs ·seek· to Cushion · Leal 
I 
Sectio:J .,.,.. 
A Bit of Trivia 
If you are looking for· this column to be anything 
like last week, you might as well turn the page 
since this space is still cooling off from Jeff 
Jordan's ramblings. 
Jeff revealed the behind-the-scene occurances of 
Eastern 's soap opera or what you always wanted tc 
know about s·avage athletics - - - - but were afraid to 
ask. Since he didn't leave much for me you'll have 
to suffer through some trivia. 
As you probably know, yours truly was enjoying 
the warm smoggy atmosphere of Southern 
California. Despite a nectic schedule (well, 
sometimes) I managed to attend a couple of 
baseball games. If the player strike would have 
continued no one would have missed the season. 
The only teams that will win at the gate are the 
ones who triumph on the field and those will not 
profit much. At San Diego the Padres and the S~n 
Francisco Giants drew an average of 4,500 the two 
nights J attended. 
I had the pleasure of attending two of the more 
exciting contests of the young campaign. It seems 
to happen every year to Willie McCovey as he was 
struck by misfortune again. This time he suffered a 
broken arm and added another blow to the Giants' 
already bleak prospe1cts. The following night Giant 
stalwort Juan Marichal and Padre ace Clay Kirby 
dueled it out. Marichal only r,t_ade one mistake, a 
fatal one, with the Giants ahead 3-2, bottom of the 
ninth, two down and one man .Jn, he delivered a 
fast ball to Jeter who in turn sent into the second 
deck. Frustrated about the pitch and the loss, 
Marichal attempted to drop kick his glove and just 
like the rest of the night had gone, he missed it. 
Adding a final bit of trivia, I'll say the Lakers in 

















By Dick Epton 
The Eastern Washington Sav-
ages salvaged a rather bad week 
with a 7-4 victory over the 
University of Idaho in the 
nightcap of a doubleheader 
played in Cheney Saturday. 
Fortunately for the Saval~es they 
return to conference games this 
week. On Friday at 3 p.m. they 
face Eastern Oregon College in a 
single game and then again on 
Saturday tliey play a twinbill 
starting at 10 in the morning. 
In the first game against 
Gonzaga the Bulldogs, Steve 
Hertz pitched a four-hitter 
striking out thirteen Savages in 
the process. Before Pro-scouts 
come rushing to this man's door, 
however, it must be pointed out 
that Hertz was the beneficiary of 
a terrific tailwind which added 
extra zip to his pitches. Even 
Savage slowballer., Ric~ Holt, 
seemed fast on this day when few 
balls were stroked beyond the 
confines of the infield. Gonzaga 
scored its run when Steve Waite 
singled and then went to third on 
another single by Dave Dowdy. 
Thereupon a pop fly was struck 
but unfortunately misjudged by 
second baseman, Daryl (Casper) 
Parsons. In Parson's defense it 
might be said that on a normal 
windless day the chance would 
have been handled routinely by 
the rightfielder. That was the 
ball game, 1-0, Gonzaga. The 
second game was 1-1 and called 
after the 10th inning because of 
darkness. In a bizarre incident 
the game was held up 20 minutes 
by a ROTC helicopter landing in 
the outer reaches of center field. 
Gonzaga scored their run off 
· Tommy Thompson in the seventh 
inning on a combination of 
tidbits, i.e. , walk, sacrifice, and 
. pair of mistakes by Eastern 
infielders. Savages tied it when 
Ken Conlin walked and was 
tripled home by Steve Blake. 
That was all the scoring although 
the Zags did threaten in the ninth. 
On Saturday in the double-
header against the University of 
Idaho the Savages were com-
pletely swamped 10-0, in the first 







Now thru Summer Break· 
(maybe longer) 
Mus t be over 18 
CI.D. Required) 
'3.SOper hour 
Ca ll Terry 235-8160 
You NEED Our Natural Foods .• 
... To Promote Better Health .... 
We NEED Your Business ... 
. To Maintain Our Store .. 
Come on down ... 




ACROSS FROM THE OWL PHARMACY 
ON "F" ST~ 
11 hits off heretofore aces, Don 
Freeman and Tommy Thompson 
and were themselves able only to 
collect three hits off Vandal ace 
Joe Kampa. 
The second game was more 
like it, which the Savages won 7-4. 
Big Randy Kramer pitched 
reasonably good ball in holding 
Idaho to four runs and nine hits 
while the Savages were able to 
mount something of an offense in 
cracking out eight hits, evenly 
distributed, and collecting seven 
runs. A fine team effort. 
Coach Ed Chissus felt East-
ern 's chances for the EvCo title 
and an NAIA playoff berth were 
very good but the second half of 
the schedule would not be nearly · 
as easy as the first. Included on 
the second half sla.te are games 
with Eastern Oregon . College, 
Central Washington, and Oregon 
College of Education. Not a patsy 
in the lot. OCE has lost just two 
games and Chissus feels that the 
NAIA berth will be decided when 
the two clubs clash. Said Chissus, 
"We feel our chances for an 
NAIA berth in Phoenix are 
excellent because so far this 
season we have lost only a single 
in NAIA competition. If only we 
can play as well the second half 
as we did the first half we should 
be in good shape. Indeed, may 
even improve just a might." 
The format for the NAIA 
tournament is that the top two 
tea ins from this district q_ualify. 
Presently Lewis-Clark college 
and the team able to come out on 
top of the EvCo stand tlie best 
chance of providing Northwest 
representation. That is why it is 
so vitally important ·that EWSC 
do well in upcoming conference 
tilts. 
Idaho oof · 030- ~10- 11- , 
EWSC 000 000 0- 0 3 5 
Joe Kamoa anrl Knn R,w: Dor, Free-
man, Tommv Thoniiison (I,), 11nd Ken 
Buckley. 
H it, : ldithn Rr 11~srv. Will~. Hun I er J, 
Ruscio 2, Rav 2, Hull , lnoles ; EWS C-
Provo. Bl11ke. Conlon. 
Idaho 200 002- 0-4- 9 .. S• 
EWSC 410 110 x-7 8 1 
Herman Carver . Shive Mar tii,(5)and 
Rr1v , Randv Kramer r1nd Ron Sand. 
H its· ldaho--Wl lls. Hunter 2, Ru!.clo 2. 
Hull. Jnq les, H11d 12; EWSC - DPlong, 
Conlin. Blake, Nelsbn 2, Buckklev, Sand, 
Kramer . , 
HR-- Idaho. Head . 
Women Rest 
For District 
Following a 6-way track meet 
at Ellensburg last weekend, 
Eastern's women's track team 
will rest up for the Northeastern 
District Meet to be held in La 
Grande, Oregon, May 5th and 6th. 
Eastern took third place in the 
Ellensburg meet, with Central 
taking 1st, followed by Western. 
Fourth place went to Pacific 
Luthern, followed by Washington 
State and Washington. 
Nancy Olson took 1st place for 
Eastern in the 200 meter hurdles 
timing 32.4 seconds. She also took 
2nd place in the 100 meter 
hurdles. Barb Gergen took 3r9 
place in the javelin with a throw 
of 111 feet, and a 3rd in the 440 yd. 
run. Linda Mims took 2nd place 
in the 880 yd. run, tying a school 
record with a time--of 2 minutes 
and 40 seconds. Mary McDowell 
placed 2nd in the shotput with a 
heave of 35 feet and 7 inches. 
Eastern took first place in the 880 
medley with a .time of 2 min. and 
4 sec. 
Gonzaga Again 
Th.e women's tennis team will 
again travel to Gonzaga for a 
match this Thursday, ApriJ.27, ~t 
2 p.m. 
Results for yesterdays match 
with Whitworth are not available 
at this time. Going in to the 
Whitworth match Eiistern was 
carrying a 2-1 .record. 
Last weeks action resulted in a 
7-0 sweep of the Zags . Playing for 
Eastern was Karen Gilmore, who 
won by forfeit. Debbie Tim, 6-2, 
6-0, Chris Bigelow, 6-1, 6-1, Kerry 
Bigelow, 4-6, 6-4, 6-3, and Sandy 
Lofing, 6-0, 6-3. The doubles 
teams were Gilmore and Timm 
winning 6-2, 6-1, and K. Bigelow 
with C. Bigelow w_inning 6-2, 6-0. 
DODSON'S 
HAS JUST THE 
Cf:!~-=--' RINGS FOR YOU! 
.... 4 ~ 
The diamond you choose does 
not have to be large but it should 
be beautiful! Choose from our 
wonderful Young Image Collec-
tion of matching rings designed 
and priced for young lovers! 
AT $100 TO $300 
TERMS EASILY ARRANGED 
·' 
.• :, 
,~_.;. . , .. 
DODSON'S JEWELERS DOWNTOWN ~ SHADLE CENTER 
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l,taplestone. ·to Drake Relays: Softball, Cifher ·events 
Thinclads Host East. Ore. Dominate SpringScene 
By Mike Mellor 
Eastern's Bob Maplestone pre-
pares to travel to Des Moines, 
Iowa, this weekend to meet a 
strong international field of 
milers in the Drake Relay. 
The Drake Relays, in which one 
may compete only by invitation 
of the relay committee, will give 
Maplestone the opportunity to 
compete against a big interna-
tional group of milers, all looking 
toward the 1972 Olympics in 
Munich, Germany, this summer. 
A warm-up for Maplestone's 
entry in the Drake Relays was 
last Saturday in competition with 
Whitworth College, in which the 
Savage squad edged Whitworth 
79-75. 
Maplestone, a predominately 
miler and 5000 meter runner, 
joined teammate Barry Jahn in 
the steeplechase and the two 
placed first and second. 
·rne surprise entry and victory 
in ·the steeplechase by Maple- · 
stone, plus Eastern's mile relay 
victory, was en0ugh to overtake 
the Buc's and clinch the dual 
meet victory. ~ 
Besides winning the steeple-
cha&e, Maplestone dominated the 
two mile by sprinting past 
Whitworth aces Tom Hale and 
Bob Isitt, with 330 yards to go, to 
gain the victory. 
Other standoutn for Eastern 
were Barry Jahn's second place 
in the steeplechase, in which 
Jahn's time showed improve-
ment each week by Jahn, 
according to track coach Gerry 
Martin. 
Dave Baker, a young Eastern 
shot putter, threw the shot 50-6, 
first time ever over 50 feet, to 
gain first. 
P,lacing · second behind Baker 
was Scott Garske, also of 
Eastern. Garske, who has only 
I IF YOU HAYE ANY QUESTION 
ON INSURANCE 
CALL HU 9-5738 
competed twice this season since 
having a shoulder operation, has 
shown much improvement and 
Coach Martin feels Garske will 
toss the shot over 50 feet before 
very long. 
Nick Lazanis's victory in the 
880, another strong showing by a 
EWSC trackster, showed Laz-
anis 's ability by running the 
event under two minutes, a first 
for the runner. 
Coach Martin was very pleased 
by the mile relay time, in placing 
first at the dual meet and helping 
to gain the meet victory. 
While Maplestone will be at the 
Drake Relays, the Eastern track 
squad will be host to Eastern · 
Oregon College this Saturday at 
Woodward Field. Starting time 
for the meet is 1 :30 p .m. 
Coach Martin feels the Savage 
squad should be able to over-
power the Oregon school. 
Two Mile - 1. Bob MaPlestone CE WJ 
1 :54.J; 2. Bob l si ll (W l 8: 57 .7; 3. Tom 
•ale (Wl 9:14.9. 
440 re lav - 1. Whitworlh ~? .9 ( name~ 
r,ot avai lab le) ; 2. Eastern ,13.8. 
Mlle Run - 1. Hale (W l A:?0.6· 7. 
~ark Devinev ( E l 4:30.2; 3. Doug 7. iebell 
4.//J 4. 31.1 
Shot put - 1. Dave Baker (EW) 50-6; 
2. Scolt Gdrske (El 49 .71, . ; 3. 8rad Nave 
W 4 • 1/: 
Teacher's Agency. 
Box 4337, Albuquerque., NM 
87106. "O.ur 26th year." Bonded 
Long lump - 1. Per seal KinQ (W l 
20·9117; 2. Ron Moll (El 20-3111 ; 3. Mike 
Hopfey ( E l 19·11. 
Jil velin - I . Leroy Dav !El211·11/2; 2. 
Mike Hopley ( E l 198-8; 3. Rich Mulcahv 
Wl 181· 1. 
High iump - 1. Rob Walson CE) 6-0: 2. 
V'ayne Hirsche I <E l 6-0; 3. Stan Warren 
(W I 5-10. 
Pole vault 1. Paul Rosser ( E) 14-0; 
Ken Lill ie (W I l :l O; 3. King lW) 11 ·0. 
Discus •· I . Brad Nave ( W ) 160·4; 2 . 
Baker CE ) 132-0; 3. Garske <E l 118· 10' '.. 
Triple iump 1. King (Wl 44·7; ? . 
Moll CE) 42 -6; 3. Warren (W) 40·7. 
120 high hurdles - 1. Mark Riese (WJ 
16.5; 2. Bruce Spencer (W J 17.0; 3. Den-
nis Brender CW) 21 .5. 
.uo intermediate hurdles- 1. Bill Frost 
(W) S8 .5 ; 2. Riese (W) 61 -0; 3. Spencer 
(W) 62.5. 
100 - Duncan Findlay (Wl 9.9; 2. Bob 
Alexander (W) 10.0; 3. Dewayne Bowles . 
CE) 10.1. • 
220 - 1. Alexander (W) 22.5; 2. Cari 
Atkinson CE) 22.8; J. Bink Picard (El 
23.0. . 
440 - 1 Atkinson (El 51.0; 2. Deme-
triu s Tavlor CE) 52.0; 3. Mel Stubblefield 
(Wl 52.6. . 
880 - 1. Nick Lazanis CE) 1.58.5; 2. B. 
lsitt (WJ 1 : 58.6 ; 3. Mark Dimond (W I 
2:00. 
Steeplechase--1. Mapleslone (E) 9: 31 .J; 
2. Barry Jahn (E) 9:36.0; 3. Ha le (W ) 
,9: 45.0. 
Mi le Relay - 1. Eastern 3:25.6 (names 









REMEMBER MOM with 
Hallmark 
MOTHER'S DAY CARDS! 
Buy Now While 
The Selectiore is Large! 
We also carry 
Russell Stover Candies 
,~--
-jJA~'' ii : .· 
OWL 
PHARMACY 
120 F ST. 
Ph. 235-4100 
TH£ 
Men's and women's intramural 
softball competition has taken to 
the field and a number of teams 
are showing their strength. 
The stronger teams of the 
men's softball, after league 
games, are: Savage House, 
Rusty Dildoes, Rec 10, Beaver 
Pen, Goofy's, Frog Hollow Day 
Camp and Dirt Bags, all with 2-0 
records . 
In the women's softball activi-
ties, three teams have shown 
their power on the field . These 
teams are: Mad Dog · and 
Irishman, Dryden Dragons and 
Floyd's Machine. 
Both men's and women's 
softball games are played Mon-
day through Thursday, with 
games starting at 4:00, 5:00 and 
6:00 p.m. All games are played on 
the intramural fields across from 
the Fieldhouse. 
Besides the competition on tht 
softball fields, a number of other 
intramural events are forming or 
in progress . 
In water basketball, eight 
teams are vying for the single 
elimination tournament cham-
pionship. 
According to Intramural Direc-
tor, Jared Fors, the Rusty 
Dildoes and Wild Bunch are 
swimming towards an eventua· 
face-off for the championship. 
With Amsted and Whitehill the 
team to beat, a number of team~ 
are battling to face them for the 
handball tournament champion-
ship, now underway in the 
Fieldhouse gym. 
With 22 games! ~ft in the double 
elimination intramural handball 
tournament, action is now in the 
semi-finals bracket. 
The leading challengers to the 
Amsted-Whitehill handball team 
are the teams of Park-Sand, 
Fors-Kock, and Howard-Gibson. 
Director Fors has been very 
pleased with the great response 
to the· ping pong tournament. 
Over 44 teams have entered the 
competition. 
All ping pong action will be held 
in the Morrison and Streeter Hall 
recreation rooms on Wednesday 
and Thursday night, from 7 :00 to 
9:oq p.m. 
Peggy Steiner, head of Wo-
men's Fun Night, commented 
that she was enthused by the 
large number of women attend-
ing the Thursday night activities. 
Leading the race for the 
over-all intramural champion is 
Wild Bunch. Other teams seeking 
to overtake the Wild Bunch for 
the championship are the Rusty 
Dildoes, Chowchillians and Rec 8. 
Golfers Face 
U. Of Montana 
Eastern will travel to Misoula 
this Friday for a two day match 
with the University of Montana , 
April 28-29. 
The Savages will try to return 
to winning form ait this match. 
Eastern was the loser in a 
four-way match held in lctaho lasL 
weekend. 
Eastern was defeated by Idaho 
13V2 - 4112; by Gonzaga 9112 - 8%; 




PAPERS BY QUALIFIED EXPEtlTS 
''WE GIVE RESULTS!'' 
4556 University Way N.E. 
Seatle, Wa. 98105 
206 ME 2-7300 
GR·OOV£ & SHUTTER 
Located at: 420-2nd St.-Cheney 
Hours: 9 to 6- Mon. thru Sat. 
', 
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Flea Market Set Poet To Appear ToinorrotN 
For Eighth Of May 
Although the origin of celebrating on the Eighth of May is unclear, 
Eastern students refrain from questioning the validity of celebrating 
on this date, as they eagerly await it's arrival. 
This year, _Monday, May eighth, the community of Cheney will 
encourage Eastern students to honor this .festive occasion. 
Because the Eighth of May commemorates the beginning of spring 
outdoor activities, the Cheney Chamber of Commerce, in cooperation 
with interested Eastern students, dorm clubs and organizations, is 
planning an outdoorFleaMarket, concert, games and a street dance. 
The festivities are scheduled to begin at noon with the opening of the 
Flea Market on the sidewalks of Main Street in downtown Cheney. 
Two or three blocks will be barricaded to keep traffic out and any 
Eastern students or Cheney residents are invited to set up booths or 
sell their hand-made (or otherwise) salable items right in the street. Knute Skinner 
Nationally published poet -
author Knute Skinner, Western 
Washington State Colleg!:' profes-
sor of English, will be the 
featured speaker April 27 for the 
Visiting Writers Series. 
Skinner, who lectures in the 
creative writing program at 
Western Washington State Col-
lege and spends summers in 
Ireland, will discuss also writing 
and poetry at 2 p.m. the same day 
in the EWSC speech building 
auditorium. 
Eastern's department of:, Eng-
lish and Speech-Speech Correc-
tion is co-sponsoring Skinner's 
informal talk about writing and 
poetry. The poet-author wi!} read 
his own creations at 8:30 in 
Kennedy Library Auditorium . 
Skinner has published several 
books and periodicals . and seven 
anthologies . One of his better 
known books is Stranger with a 
Watch. 
The Visiting Writers Series of 
talks and readings by prominent 
writers aims to educate students 
in comtemporary writers and 
their works, and to introduce 
students to important new poetry 
and fiction being wr itten today . 
There will be a coffee hour 
after the 2 p.m. informal talk, 
Students will have an opportunity 
to meet Skinner personally. 
If you are interested in participating in the Flea Market, there will 
be a sign-up booth open in the PUB from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. 
Thursday, April 27. 
Live music will be another attraction at the festival while teams 
compete for trophies and kegs in such games as a keg-rolling contest, 
bicycle races, waterfights, tug-of-wars, and a road rally. 
Leg. Ponders Convention Funding 
There will be prizes for the winners of each contest and the team 
with the most points at the end of the day will receive a keg. 
All dorms, fraternities, clubs, softball teams and any other 
interested groups should start. planning now to form teams that can 
begin getting in shape for these "physically taxing" events. 
The dorms will be selling refreshments of hotdogs, pop, and ice 
cream throughout the day and any group is urged to set up any kind of 
money-making booth that they would like to have. 
The climax to the day will be a free outdoor dance sponsored by the 
dorms, featuring the band "Running Bear." The dance will be held 
Monday night, somewhere in downtown Cheney. 
Any students interested in helping plan the day can contact Ed 
Austermuehle, student coordinator for the fes tival, or come to the 
meeting at 4:00 p.m. today in room 3F of the ' PUB. 
If you cannot .. make it to the PUB. . . . 
Flea Market Registra·tion Form 
Name ......................... . ...................... . . 
Phone ... . ............................................. . 
Items to be Sold ............ . .. ... ........... .. ......... . 
How much spac~ needed ...... . ... ..... ... . ............ . 
Send to: 
Gary Steffman (Chairman - Flea Market) 
Box 119 
Cheney, WA 99004 
Loomis Airs Views 
On R-TV Building 
ed. note: 
Should student money be used 
to send members of campus 
organizations to their individual 
conventions? This was the topic 
of much discussion at last 
Thursday's Associated Students 
(A.S.) Legislature meeting. 
The question was raised when 
Alpha Phi Omega asked for $61 to 
finance a trip to their leadership 
conference. Several legislators 
felt that if they paid for this trip 
they would be obligated to 
finance almost every organiza-
tions' conventions. " If you vote 
for this, you re opening the door 
for every group to go to their 
conventions." stated Skip Smy-
ser. Jim DeWalt held a similar 
opinion - - "I'm totally opposed. I 
don 't think we should bet into 
this." 
Most legislators felt that some 
sort of precedent should be 
established and that the legisla-
ture should be consistent in every 
case. It was suggested that the 
Legislative Review Committee 
set up some guidelines for 
allotting money for group con-
ventions. 
The Distributive Education 
club, DECA, also required money 
to send someone to their National 
Leadership Conference in Cali-
forn~a. It was pointed out by Mr. 
Ballot Queries Bikers 
1, 
1, 
A group of concerned students 
and faculty are worried about Yes No Do you have a bike? 
how the city of Cheney and 
campus will be planned in the Yes No Do you use it at school? 
future. The question of bike trails 
on and through the campus was a Yes No Would you use it on 
major debate. A poll is now being campus if there were adequate 
taken in order to bring a places to park and chain it? 
complete case to the planning 
commission. We need to know Yes No Would you ride it in 
how you feel about the future Cheney if there were safe bike 
planning of bike trails. Please, paths. 
take a minute of your time to 
help. Don't let us lay an E.G.G. Please place ballots in box at 
(Circle yes or no) the information booth in the PUB. 
Tom Hopkins that attendance at 
this conferrence would " put 
Eastern on the map and give it a 
lot of prestige. " He also men-
tioned that DECA is a recruiting 
organization for Eastern and that 
attendance at the meeting would 
probably bring 50 people to 
Eastern , which would obviously 
benefit the school. "You can see 
the benefits that would be gained 
in the long run - - you can't help 
but see them." Hopkins said. 
Some legislators felt that 
·recruiting was the job of other 
groups, such as the Alumni 
Association. "I don't see where 
A .S. should be in the business of 
funding recruiting ," commended 
Jennifer Davis. 
Charles Knotts was in favor of 
the request. " I would like to know 
how this legisla ture expects 
Eastern to get any kind of 
recognition if they won't let 
anyone -attend national confer-
ences," he said. 
The request was voted down 
but a motion was made to refer it 
to the Student Services and 
Activities Fees Committee which 
funds department related pro-
grams. This motion was voted 
down also. 
The last item of business at the 
meeting was the a{>pointment of 
Mike Baker to· the Lyceum 
committee which budgets ad-
ministration-sponsored enter-
·tainment. 
Comments have been expres-
sed on the recent story published 
in the Easterner concerning the 
Creative Arts Bqjlding ( April 19 
issue). The story expressed only 
the views of Dr. Howard Hopf, 
chairman, d11.;partment radio-
television. It failed to report the 
opinion of Dr. Wayne Loomis, 
director facilities planning. Here 
are Loomis' views. 
building. The points included 
repainting of specific parts of the 
building to achieve consistency; 
reconstruction or repair of the 
exhaust systems; elimination of 
noise factors; and re-evaluation 
If any club or organization 
would like their activities broad-
cast over KEWC-AM or KEWC-
FM, call 359-2228 or come up to 
SUB 206. 
.]01, 1JJJJn1 bt ·· lliw ~ irru 
"It is not unusual for a building 
with as many technical require1 
ments as the R-TV complex to not 
be accepted Qntil all those 
requirements are met," said 
Loomis. '' And this portion of the 
building does have many techni-
cal requirements." 
The Radio-Television complex 
in the Creative Arts Building has 
not been accepted by the R-TV 
department because, according 
to Dr. Howard Hopf, it does not 
meet the specified requirements 
of the contract. 
"I do not care to debate the 
issue with Dr. Hopf," said 
Loomis. He said the matter is 
being taken care of by the 
contractors and he declined 
further comment on the subject. 
Loomis said he has no estima-
ted date as to when the building 
will be ready for occupancy. 
Hopf, in an earlier interview, 
said that several features of the 
building needed improvement to 
meet the required specifications 
or reconstruction. He said he 
would not accept the building 
until he was satisfied with it. 
In a memo from Hopf to 
Loomis, twelve points were noted 
as unsatisfactory according to 
the proposed specifications of the 
· and repair and construction of 
new electrical systems. 
College Park Apartments 
NOW RENTING 
Beautiful brand new one bedroom apartments. 
These are fully furnished with a contemporary 
decor. Off street parking and laundry facilit-ies . 
From: $105 Unfurnishe.d 
To $135 Furnished 
See at 2nd and J or Call 235-6423 
or 235-6155 
PULLMAN REALTY 
405 E. MAJN. 





Pence Student Union Building 
Cheney, Washington 99004 
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These three young men just made the 
discovery of a lifetime. The oldest is 34. 
Remember when a young man could get ahead in busi-
ness simply by growing old? It was a good system for 
those with a little talent and a lot of patience, but today's 
technology moves too fast to wait for seniority. 
At Kodak, o!.~ r extensive involvement in basic research 
has made the need for fresh, young thinking more press-
ing than ever. So we hire the best new talent we possibly 
can. Then we do both of us a favor by turning them loose 
on real problems, and giving them the freedom and re-
sponsibility they need to solve them. 
That's how three Kodak scientists in their early thir-
ties just made a breakthrough in liquid lasers, develop-
ing an organic dye laser with a continuous beam. Their 
discovery means more than just a new kind of laser. It 
means a whole range of n~w laser applications, in fields 
from medicine to communications. 
It was the kind of discovery most men work a lifetime 
for. Yet these young men still have most of their life-
times ahead of them. 
Why do we give young men so much freedom and re-
sponsibility? Because it's goQd business, and we're in 
business to make a profit. But in furthering our own busi-
ness interests, we also further society's interests. And 
that's good. 
After all, our business depends on society. So we care 
what happens to it. 
(G More than a business. 
